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HARDNESS OF SYNTHETIC AND NATURAL N{ICASI

F. Dorq-q.r,o Br,oss,2 EnnA.HA.M Snnxencnr,s and H. R. Suer,r,,a Bureau
oJ Mines, U. S. Department oJ the Interi,or, Norris, Temnessee

ABSTRAcT

The hardness of synthetic fluorphiogopite and of two natural muscovites, as measured
on (001) by the Knoop indentation method, is definitely anisotropic. In both types of mica,
maximum hardness is observed when the long axis of the indentation parallels the b-axis,
minimum hardness when it parallels the a-axis. The pattern of the anisotropy shows,
within the limits of measurement, a bilateral symmetry with respect to the (010) plane.
Additional minima also occur on either side of the a-axis at an angle of 60'thereto for
rnuscovite but at 75' thereto for fluorphlogopite. Additional maxima for hardness were
observed at about 45'to the b-axis, not at 60'as had been expected. The anisotropy is
interpreted in terms of the ionic structure of the micas involved

Knoop hardnesses were measured parallel to the a and b axes for synthetic fluorphlo-
gopites in which the following substitutions had been effected: (1) ferric and boron ions
respectively into the tetrahedral aluminum positions, (2) manganese and cobalt respec-
tively into the octahedral magnesium positions and (3) barium and strontium into the
potassium positions. The boron mica was slightly softer, and the barium mica was much
harder than the normai fluorphlogopite. The Knoop hardnesses of natural phlogopite,
muscovite, margarite, and biotite were compared with those of the synthetics. The lesser
hardness of these natural micas (excluding margarite) in comparison with the synthetic
fluormicas is postulated to result, at least in part, from the greater polarizability of (OH)

ion than of F ion.

INrnooucrroN

The synthetic f luorphlogopites are generally said to be harder than the
comparable natural micas. However, as pointed out by Noda (1956, p.
12) "it is not known whether this hardness is its own property or only
an apparent one caused by glassy material which exists between cleavage
planes of mica crystals." This paper furnishes sumcient data on the rela-
tive hardness of synthetic and natural micas to answer these questions.
Answers to several other questions that arose during the investigation,
particularly regarding the anisotropy of hardness on (001) in mica,
aiso have been suggested tentatively.

1 Synthetic Mica Investigations, I-VIII, are listed on pages 78 and 79 of Bureau of
Mines Report of Investigations 5337, Synthetic Mica Investigations IX, Review of
Progress from 1947 to 1955, by R. A. Hatch, R. A. Humphrey, W. Eitel, and J. E. Come-
foro.

2 Academic address: Department of Geology, Southern Illinois Universit,v. Carbon-
dale, Illinois.

3 Graduate student, University of Tennessee, Knoxville, Tennessee.
a Supervisory Physical Chemist, Electrotechnical Experiment Station, United States

Department of the Interior, Bureau of Mines, Norris, Tennessee.
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34 F. D. BLOSS, E. SHEKARCHI AND H. R. SHELL

ANrsornopy or Hlnounss ox (001) rN l.,{rc-r.

Any comparison of hardness between two minerals must be prefaced
with a determination of possible anisotropy of hardness with respect to
crystallographic direction. Considerable anisotropy of hardness in
micas was shown to exist by Switzer (1941, p.3i6) who noted the NIohs
hardness to be 2.5 parallel to (001) and 4.0 perpendicular to (001) for
both muscovite and biotite. Consequently even though the hardness of
all the micas studied was to be measured on the (001) plane, a preliminary
investigation of possible directional variations of hardness on (001) in
mica was deemed advisable.

For the study of the possible anisotropy, smooth, relatively flawless,
single crystals of three specimens of mica were selected with composi-
tions and identit ies as noted in Table 1. A reference line was drawn per-

Tlgln 1. Colrposrrrox ol Mrces Srlpcrro loR TrrE Sruoy ol'
Henonass Axrsornopy oN (001)

Composition

q . , -  r h . r i .

fluorphlogopite
(Electrotech. Lab) Ko ogNao o1Mg3Al1 orSir orOroFz or

Natural muscovite
(Brazil) Ko ssNao ogAlr zsFeo ro+**Feo o.++Mgo oll io oqAlo so

Sir orOg s(OH): o:Fo os

Natural muscovite
(India) Ko asNao rsAlr ssFeo or***Feo or++Mgo orAlo s;Si3 o:

Oro o:(OH)r srFo ra

pendicular to the optic plane {or the phlogopites and parallei to it for the
muscovites, thus locating the D-crystallographic axis for each. The crys-
tals studied, two of the synthetic f luorphlogopite and one each of the
muscovites, were next carefully cemented with Canada balsam or similar
material upon the plastic cylinders in which specimens are ordinarily
embedded,s care being taken to eliminate air bubbles from beneath the
mica. The indentation hardness of choice areas of these flakes was next
measured with a fully automatic Tukon hardness tester equipped with a
Knoop indenter under a load of 100 grams. At each of eight different

5 The ordinary method of embedding had been previously found unsuitable for this
work, primarily because the unequal thermal expansions between mica and plastic caused
a bowing up of the embedded mica flakes during cooling of the mount. The resultant free
space belorv the center of the mica flake was found to seriously afiect accuracy.
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choice locales on the flakes studied, a series of 13 hardness measurements
was made, the long axis of the indentation being successively oriented at
angles of 0o, 15o, 30o . . . 165", and 180o to the D-axis. Results for the four
flakes thus studied are shown in Fig. 1, each point representing the aver-
age of eight hardness determinations. The spread of the hardness de-
terminations was statistically distributed about an average deviation of
1.0 to 1.5 Knooproo hardness values.

As may be seen in Fig. 1, a definite anisotropy of hardness on (001)

exists for both synthetic f luorphlogopite and the two natural muscovites.

( a )  F l u o r p h l o g o p i t e  # 1
( b )  F l u o r p h l o g o p i t e  # 2
( c )  B r a z i l i a n  M u s c o v i t e
( d )  I n d i a n  M u s c o v i t e

A n g l e  i n  d e g r e e s  b e t w e e n  b - a x i s  a n d  l o n g
d  i  a g o n a l  o f  i  n d e n t a t  i  o n .

Frc. 1. The anisotropy of Knoop hardness on (001) for two flakes of synthetic fluor-

phlogopite and for two different muscovites. The bilateral symmetry of the curves around

the 90' orientation reflects the plane of svmmetrv in mica.

The plane of symmetry of mica is clearly reflected in the bilateral sym-
metry of all curves with respect to the 90o orientation. The two musco-
vites show remarkable agreement, better in fact than that between the
two flakes of f luorphlogopite. For both muscovite and phlogopite mini-
mum hardness is observed parallel to the a-axis (i.e. at 90" to D) . This
minimum appears to be slightly less than the other two minima, which
for muscovite are at 30" angles to the D-axis, whereas for phlogopite they
are at only 15o angles to the 6-axis. I laximum hardness on (001) in mica
occurs parallel to the D-axis and at 45o thereto for f luorphlogopite; for
muscovite the location of the maxima at 45o is less definite, since the
hardness at 60o to the 6-axis is nearly as great.

This observed anisotropy of hardness undoubtedly results from the

interplay between (1) the shape of the diamond pyramid of the Knoop
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36 F. D. BLOSS, E. SHEKARCHI AND II. R. SHELL

indenter and (2) the atomic structure of the mica investigated. The
indenter's shape is important because it produces a diamond-shaped
identation, one diagonal of which is much longer than the other. fts
penetration, therefore, resembles that of a wedge rather than of a needle.
The atomic structure is important since particular directions in the
sheet structure may represent lines of weakness by virtue of representing
an alignment of weaker bonds or of fewer bonds. The stacking of the
mica sheet structures according to the theories elucidated by Smith and
Yoder (1956) would distribute these lines of weakness along particular
planes parallel to which the wedge action of the Knoop indenter could
penetrate more easily.

Frc. 2. Schematic drawing of the SiOr or AlOq tetrahedra in the mica sheet structure.
The light, dashed lines represent the bases of the tetrahedra. The heavier solid lines repre-
sent the direction of the Si-O (or Al-O) bonds as well as the other three edges of the tetra-
hedra. A line along OQ cuts the minimum number of bonds per unit length whereas OP
cuts 15.5/6 more per unit length and is one of the directions of maximum density of bond-
ing in the sheet.

Any indentation of the (001) plane of mica is accompanied by (1)
breakage of the Si-O or Al-O bonds of the AlSirOro sheets, (2) break-
age of the K O bonds linking these sheets, and (3) breakage of the bonds
octahedrally coordinating X{g or Al to the surrounding O, OH, or F ions.
Considering the AlSisOro sheets alone (Fig.2) , the insertion of a wedge
along direction OP (or 60o thereto) would involve breakage oI 15.5/6
more Si-O or Al-O bonds than along OQ (or 60" thereto). A similar
situation exists for the K O bonds (F'ig. 3), bond breakage along OP
again exceeding that along OQ by 15.5/6. The octahedral ions have a
somewhat different arrangement in phlogopite than in muscovite. In
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Frc. 4. Projection on (001) of a portion of a phlogopite Iayer after Hendricks and Jef-
ferson (1939, p.731). The distribution of the oxygen ions (hollow circles) and the fluorine

or hydroxyl ions (double circles) are shown with respect to the magnesium ions (solid black

circles). Dashed lines signify the anions to be in a plane slightly below the cations; solid

lines signify them to be slightiy above. Line OP and directions at 60'thereto here represent

the directions of minimum bond density; OQ and associated 60o directions represent lines of

maximum bond density.

o-o
Frc. 3. Location of potassium ions (shaded) with respect to the oxygen ions in the

planes above and below them. OQ, and directions at 60'thereto, represent the direction of

minimum bond breakage; OP and directions at 60" to it, represent the direction of maximum

bond breakaEe.

phlogopite (Fig.4), OP represents a minimum for \Ig-O or N{g-F, OH
bond breakage, OQ exceeding it in this respect by 15.5/6. On the other
hand in muscovite (Fig.5) , two direttions of weakness, OQ and RS,

b- ox is
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---:>b - oxis

Frc. 5. Projection of a portion of a muscovite layer after Hendricks and Jefferson
(1939, p. 731). Ion symbolism as before except solid black circles now represent aluminum
ions. Line OQ, in contrast to Fig. 4, now represents a direction of minimum bond densitl'
as does RS. The direction at 60' to each of them, however, is not so favored.

are created by the systematic non-fl l l ing of one third of the octahedral
positions.

By using the terminology of Smith and Yoder (1956), as well as their
data and method for identifying rhe various mica polymorphs, the fluor-
phlogopite was determined from r-ray da"ta to be a 1M type whereas the
two muscovites were 21,t1 types. The manner of alignment of the previ-
ously discussed lines of weakness by the 1NI and 21,{r types of stacking
thus becomes of interest in interpreting the observed anisotropy of
hardness. To i l lustrate the relationships more simply, the Smith and
Yoder (1956) device of depicting the sheet structure of the mica as
hexagons has been adopted (Fig. 6).

The dashed lines in Fig. 6a represent the l ines of weakness for both the

Y//.-<
i-<

> t

i;
\

b-ox is  - ----------*b-oxis

o )  lM  b )  2M,

Frc. 6. The relationship of the method of stacking to the directions of presumed weak
ness (dashed or dotted lines) in the sheet structure of mica for (a) phlogopite and (b) mus
covite. In (b) the dotted line is not as favored a direction of weakness as are the dashed
lines since it is not as favorably disposed with respect to the distribution of the AlOe
octahedra.
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AISiaOro sheets and the K-O arrays; with respect to the IIg-O, F

bonds they represent l ines of strength. The over-all effect, however, ap-

pears to be that they are truly l ines of weakness, the identation hardness

parallel to the o-axis being significantly less than that observed parallel

to the D-axis. From Fig. 6a one would expect Knoop hardness on fluor-

phlogopite to repeat cyclicaliy every 60o, with minima at 30o and 90o

lo the D-axis. Actually, however, in Fig. l the minimaareat 15o and 90o

to the 6-axis. Similarly the maxima would be expected (from Fig' 6o) to

be parallel to and at 60o to the 6-axis; actually they were observed parallel

to and at 45o to the 6-axis. The explanation thus far found most attrac-

tive is that one of the planar arrays of ions composing an individual

sheet in the mica structure is not truly hexagonall the suspicion therefore

arises that there is an ordering of the Al ions in the AISirOro sheets.

In muscovite, it may be recalled, two of the three theoretical directions

of weakness in the AlSirOro and K-O arrays actually coincided with the

two rather significant directions of weakness produced by the systematic

absences in one third of the octahedral positions. In Fig. 6D these two

weakest directions are shown on the hexagons as dashed lines; the dotted

Iine represents that direction of weakness in the AlSigoro and K-O

arrays which was not reinforced by the systematic absence of the oc-

tahedrally coordinated ions.
The 2M1 stacking (Fig. 66) may be seen to maintain a parallelism of

the dashed lines in a direction perpendicular to the D-axis between the

different layers; at 30o to the D-axis, horvever, the dashed and dotted

lines are alternately parallel to each other between neighboring layers.

This may possibly account for the slightly Iesser hardness at 90o than at

30o to the D-axis (Fig. 1).

Eurcr on IoNrc SussrrrurroN oN HanlNpss

General

Indentation hardness on (001) was measured parallel to the o-axis

and the D-axis, the directions of demonstrated minimum and maximum

hardness, for several synthetic and natural micas. The effect of hardness

of various ionic substitutions is discussed in the succeeding sections'

Substitution in the tetrahedrol positions

Table 2 compares the observed Knoop hardness values for the normal

synthetic f luorphlogopite with some substituted analogs. The replace-

ments involve the ferric and boron ions substituting for aluminum in the

tetrahedral positions. Each value in this (and succeeding tables) is based

on an average of 8 Knoop hardness determinations. "Normal" f luor-

phlogopite is theoretically KMg3AISisOroFz. The compositions given in
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this and the following tables were determined by calculation from the
actual chemical analysis of selected clear single crystals.

Substitution of Fe+++ for AI+++ in the tetrahedral positions of the
AISigOro sheets causes l itt le, if any, increase in hardness. On the other
hand, the analogous substitution of B+++ for AI+++ effects a definite

Tesln 2. Ellncr or Trrnaul;onar, SussrrrurroNs oN HenoNrss
ol SyN:umrrc Mrces

Observed Knoop Hard-
ness values for 100
gram indenter load

Mica Type Composition
Orientation of

long axis of
indentation

t 'Normaltt 
f luor-

phlogopite

Ko grNao orMgrAL orSi: sr6t,P, r,

Ferric fluorphlog-
opite. No. 18-47

K6 ee'Fes zs+++Mgr zo'Fer os+++Si: s;Oro rsFr s:

Fe-Al fluorphlog- K.Mgr.Alo 5Feo b+++Si j
opite No. 25-55

Boron fluorphlog-
opite No. 25-23

Ko az ' Mgz. zr . B so ' Al onSie e; OroF: oo

Boron fluorphlog-
opite, No. 25-58

Kl .oo 'Mgr  oo .  B  r ;A l .s rS i r  o r  'Oe eTFa 63

Boron fluorphlog-
opite No. 25-59

Ko sz 'Mg: g l  Bo zzAlo orSi :  r r

decrease in hardness. The radii given by pauling (1940, p. 346) for these
ions (i.e. Fe+++, 0.60 A; Al+++, 0.50 A; and B+++, 0.20 A) indicate Fe+++
to be larger 1[61 g+++ as we]l as closer in size to Al+++. The increased
softness of the boron mica may perhaps be due to B+++ being rather
small for the position it occupies; Fe+++, however, evidently f i l ls it more
adequately. If one considers that the radius o{ Si++++ is 0.41 A, i.e. mid-
way between Fe+++ and B+++ in size, the interesting conjecture arises
that the Al positions in the sheets may difier in size from the Si++++
positions.

Parallel
o.-axls

Parallel
to 6-axis
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S ubslitution i,n octahedral posi.tions

Table 3 compares the observed Knoop hardness values for the notmal

synthetic f luorphlogopite with two modifications in which l"In++ and

Co++ respectively are substituted into some of the Mg++ positions. The
difierences appear rather minimal, being within the range of experimental
error.

'I'lnr,r 3. Errrcr or Octa.nnnnat SuestrturtoNs oN HanoNnss

or SvNrurrrc Mrcas

Mita ll 'y'pe

Normal fluor-
phlogopite

Manganese
fluorphlogopite

No. 18-13

Composition

Kn e3Na6 nMg:Air orSir orOrtFz or

Kr o: 'Mg: rqMno os'Mno uAlo srSir  or
Oro orFr s;

Observed Knoop hard-

ness values for 100
gram indenter load

Para Parallel
Laxisa

(1 )
(2)

t43
140

l4r
t4r

128
r32

103
t1+

(1 )
(2)

( 1 )
(2)

Cobalt
fluorphlogopite
No. 18 24

K'Mg2 6rCon ur++'Alo r : 'A lo rsSir  o,Oto ruFr gs

S wb s t'it uti o nin t h e tu elv e - f ol d. p o s'i l'i o n

Table 4 compares the Knoop hardness on (001) for several micas which

differ chiefly as to the ion occupying the twelve-fold coordinated posi-

tions. As may be seen from two of the examples, increased substitution

of Ba++ for K+ resulted in a significant increase in hardness. Complete
substitution of Ba++ for K+ resulted in the hardest of all synthetic micas.

Sr++ in small amounts increased hardness. Synthetic micas containing

all Sr++ or Ca++ in the twelve-fold position could not be made large

enough for testing by the methods described. In fact, complete Ca++ sub-

stitution would yield a fluoramphibole, not a fluormica. Occupancy by

Ca++ of the twelve-fold positions greatly increases hardness, as shown by

the measurements on a natural margarite from Chester, It lassachusetts.

Results thus bear out the well known hvpothesis that the hardness of
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mica is strongly affected by the bond strength of the twelve-fold coor-
dination ions.

Samples of otherwise normal f luorphlogopite containing small amounts
of Na+, Li+, or even Ca++ in the twelve-fold position, were apparently
slightly softer than an all K+ fluorphlogopite. Amounts involved were

Tasra 4. Enpecr or TwnlvBloto CoomrNlrroN SusstrturroNs
oN HAn-oNess or Mrces

Mica 'Iype

"Normal" fluorphlogo-
opite

Composition

Ks ssNa6 olMgaAlr orSi: orOroF: og

Observed Knoop hard-
ness values for 100
gram indenter load

Orientation of
long axis of
indentation

Barium fluorphlogopite
125-28

Ko  zzBao  r r .  Mg r .  A lS i r '  O roF ,

Barium fluorphlogopite
II 25-29

K6 s6Bas 5 'Mg3.A lS i3

Barium fluormica
18 26X

Barium lithium mica
18-34X

Ba 'Mg :  r .A lS i r  O roF :

Bas e ; 'Mgz : :L io  ; r .A l r  rS iz  a r  Og goF:  os

Strontiurn fluormica
2.5-33

Kn 5aSr6  os .Mga.A lS ia  OroF:

Naturalmargar i tefrom 
I  Cae 5.Alz.AISL Oro(OH):

Chester, Mass. I

Na+n r to o c+, Li+o.os, and Ca++o 02 per unit formula of KI,Ig3AISi3O16F2,
and were determined on selected clear crystals by chemical analysis. It
was also noted that synthetic f luorphlogopite synthesized from a batch
containing feldspar averaged slightly softer than one from a batch con-
taining potassium carbonate. Potassium feldspar of commerce always
contains 2 to 3/6 NazO.

Parallel Parallel
to b axis

1 1 9
1 1 8
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Very low hardness values were obtained on some small samples of

natural phlogopite which had previously been flexed or bent. Although

these apparently were clear and free of air inclusions, Knoop hardness

values of 30 to 50 rvere obtained on the (001) face.

Su.bstitution oJ F- Jor (OH)-

Nlicas representing various degrees of substitution of F- for (OH)-

were unavailable at the time of the study. Since this substitution is a

chief difference between the natural and synthetic micas, a comparison
of their observed hardness (Table 5) should indicate the effect on hard-
ness of substituting fluorine for hydroxyl in the mica structure. (Each

value in Table 5 is again the average of eight determinations on a Par-
ticular f lake.) Judged from these results, the synthetic micas apparently

are slightly harder than the nearest comparable natural micas. Absolute

comparisons, ion for ion, were not obtained, but the trend was definitely

for slightly greater hardness in the synthetic than in natural micas. The

difference was not sufficiently great, however, to afiect the useful proper-

ties of the synthetic, nor its substitution for natural when large enough

sheets are synthesized. I{icroscopic examination demonstrated that all

flakes tested were free of interlayered glass as well as, in the case of the

natural micas, alteration products.
It is here suggested that the substitution of F- for (OH)- in the mica

structure in general (and in the phlogopite structure in particular) pro-

duces increased hardness because of the lesser polarizability of F- as

compared with (OH)-. As maybe seen in Fig. 7a, an (OH)- ion would

be so polarized (by the three I{g++ ions underlying it and by the six

K +

- - - - - - -3M9+*,  fs++,  s16.
or

( o  )  2 A r + + +  ( b )

Ftc. 7. Structural relationship between the potassium and hydroxyl (or fluorine) ions

in mica. (a) Side view looking almost edgewise onto (001), (D) view looking directly down on

(001) with the potassium ion which directly overlies the hydroxyl removed for illustrative

purposes. The positive pole of the hydroxyl ions is probabll' on the side directly underlying

the pctassium ion.
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Tasrc 5. HenoNnss ol Soun SyNrnrrrc Fruonurces aNn N.a.runar,
Hvonoxv-Mrcas non CoupanrsoN oF F- vs. OH

Mica Type Composition

Observed Knoop hard-
ness for 100 gram

indenter load

Trial

Orientation ol
long axis of
indentation

Parallell Parallel
to a-axislto b-axis

Synthetic Fluormicas

"Normal" fluorphlog
opite

Manganese fluorphlog-
opite 18-13

Cobalt fluorphlogopite
l8-24

Ko ssNao orMgaAlr orSir orOroFz o:

K'Mgz o,Coo ss++Alo rz 'Alo.so
' Oto rrFr nu

119
1 1 8

116
t19

143
143

Ferric fluorphlogopite
18-47

K6 ee. Fes tn+++Mg, zo. Fer os+++Siz gs
' Oro rsFt s:

Siro r (1 )
(2)

(1 )
(2)

141
141

128
132

Kr oz 'Mgr g lMno os 'Mno nAlo isSi :  or
Oro t:Fr nz

Natural Micas

Phlogopite. Canada (1)
(2)

98
84

114
101

Biotite, Mitchell Co.,
N.  C.

(1 ) 66 69

Lepidomelane, Fara-
day Twp., Can.

(1 ) 7r 84

K.saNa osCa oo;Alr zaFe ro+++Fe ol++

Mg orl-i o+Al geSi: mOs s(OH)r mF os

(1 )
(2)

97
99

116
126

K ssNa rsCa ooiAlr ssFe os+++Fe oz
Mg ozAl gzSt: o:Oro p(OH)r nF re

(1 )
(2)

93
95

123
126

I

(K ezNa roCa om)Alr 36Fe n6+++Fe 66

Mg ooAl s:Si; orOg as(OH)r ogF o;

Muscovite, India (1 )
(2)

t02
96

I  l . )

1 1 5

da
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oxygen ions overlying it) as to develop a positive pole on its side nearest
the potassium. Figure 76, wherein the potassium ion lying directly over
the (OH)- ion has been removed for i l lustrative purposes, shows this pre-
sumed positive region on the hydroxyl to be unscreened by the oxygen
ions with respect to the overlying potassium. The resultant mutual re-
pulsion would thereby weaken the K-O bonding and consequently cause
a decrease in hardness. Substitution of F- for (OH)-, since fluorine is less
polarizable, would reduce this effect and result in increasecl hardness.

The above hypothesis may also explain, in part, the increased thermal
stabil ity and decreased basal spacing (001) of f luorphlogopites as com-
pared to their hydroxyl analogs. As noted by Yoder and Eugster (1954,
p. 176), "The substitution of F- for (OH)- appears to result in a rise of
575' C. in the upper stabil ity l imit at one atmosphere pressurel" A more
important factor regulating this increased thermal stabil ity may be the
Iesser abil ity of the fluorine ion to escape from the mica structure as an
electrically neutral phase. Whereas F- requires a cation in order to es-
cape, the (OH)- ion may escape as HzO simply by combining with an
H+ ion from a second, nearby (OH)- ion. The resultant O: remains
in the structure, thereby preserving clectrical neutrality.

The basal spacing (001) of f luorphlogopite is reported by Noda and
Roy (1956,  p.  931)  to be 0.17+0.02 A less than for  the comparable OH-
phlogopite. Under the hypothesis of increased polarization of the hy-
droxyl ion, this would be expecled.

Elnncr or NlBcneNrcer PnnssunB oN HA.noNESS oF SylTrHprrc
Fruonpnr,ocoprrB

Specimens of the "normal" f luorphlogopite were subjected to high
pressure at room temperature and at 1250'C. prior to testing their
hardness. Such treatment had no striking effect on hardness.

CoNvpnsroN lnolr KNoop ro l{oHS

The conversion of Knoop hardness to NIohs hardness is subject to con-
siderable uncertainty, primarily because, as shown by Winchell (1945),
the Knoop hardness of some minerals of lt lohs' scale depends upon crys-
tallographic orientation. Roughly converted, however, the micas studied
possessed lt lohs hardnesses as indicated in Table 6.

CoNcrusroNs

1. The hardness of synthetic f luorphlogopite and of two natural mus-
covites, as measured on (001) by the Knoop indentation method, is defi-
nitely anisotropic, the pattern possessing a bilateral symmetry with re-
spect  to  (010) .

45
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TAsrn 6. Knoop Hen-ovrss Roucnr,v TnnNslerro rNro

Mons HanoNass

Mohs Hardness

Parallel to
d,-axls

Synthetic Fluormicas

Parailel to
b-axis

"Normal" fl uorphlogopite

Manganese fluorphlogopite No. 18-13

Cobalt fluorphlogopite No. 18-24

Ferric fluorphlogopite No. 18-47

Boron fluorphlogopite No. 25-23
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2. X,Iaximum hardness on (001) in mica is observed when the long axis

of the indentation is parallel to the D-axis.
3. For synthetic f luorphlogopite the two other directions for minimum

hardness are at 15o on either side of the 6-axis; for muscovite at 30o on

either side.
4. For both fluorphlogopite and muscovite, two other maxima exist at

45o to the D-axis.
5. Substitution of boron ions into the aluminum positions of f luor-

phlogopite produced a softer mical hor,vever, substitution of ferric ion for

aluminum produced litt le change.
6. Substitution of llln for N g in fluorphlogopite effected little change

in hardness; substitution of Co for NIg decreased hardness slightly'

7. Substitution of Ba for K produced a marked increase in the hard-

ness of f luorphlogopite.
8. Except for margarite, the natural micas are softer than the synthetic

mrcas.
9. The natural phlogopite and biotites examined proved softer than

the natural muscovites.
10. The increased softness of natural phlogopite and of natural micas

in general, as compared to the synthetic f luormicas, is believed partly

due to the greater polarizabil ity of the hydroxyl ion as compared to the

fluorine ion.
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